ONLINE INCIDENT
REPORTING SYSTEM

Before you leave the rink
• COLLECT IMPORTANT GAME INFORMATION
– Collect a legible copy (or picture) of Scoresheet
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Game Time, Date, & Location
League & Affiliate
Teams involved
Level of Play (classification / age)
Player(s) numbers and names
Coach’s name
Time of incident
Penalties assessed

– USAH Officiating Numbers and Names of
partners
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Login to USA Hockey System

• USAHockey.com
• Hover over Officials
• Click Incident Report
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Access to USA Hockey System
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Sign into USAH Courses profile
Sign into USA Hockey
Courses System profile.
You should have created a
profile when you registered
as an official and registered
for a seminar. If for some
reason you do NOT have a
profile, create an account.
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Once you are logged in…

Once you have signed in:
• Click My Profile, then on the
next page
• Click Officiating Information
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Access Incident Reporting System

Use Incident Report link
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Welcome to the system…
Click the GREEN
BUTTON to begin
Note that you can
search for an older
report. Updates allow
you to filter by season.
Note also that you can
edit, view or send a
previously “Saved”
report. Once you
“Submit”, you can only
view, not edit.
There is no delete.
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Begin filling in the data
fields…
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Officiating System…
When you click on
‘Officiating System’, you
will be asked to fill in
the officials working the
game. Use your USA
Hockey registration
number here! Your
information will be filled
in automatically.
OR, push ‘Search’ and
enter in the official’s
name and state. You
will be able to select the
official here.
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Know Your Partner (1 of 2)
The best way to add
your partner’s name
is by entering the
USAH number.
If you use the search
feature, you have to
know the EXACT
name of your partner.
Where’s Bill?
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Know Your Partner (2 of 2)
Note: If you can’t
find the official,
remove the First
Name and/or
State. This will
broaden the
search. Also, be
aware that last
name identifiers
like “JR” & “III”
will impact the
search.
Aha!
Your partner was
William Hughes
the Third.
Use the USAH
12
number!

Game Details
The email address that will
be used is the email address
you used in your USAH
registration, not the email
address in your profile.
If you change your email
address, you have to email
Helen Fenlon and have her
update the database.
USAH Affiliate required for
both the Home & Visiting
teams, as they could be
different.
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Entering Names & Penalties
Enter the name of the player or
coach here as it appears on the
score sheet.
Or you can search for a player.
Select “yes” if an injury occurred,
otherwise select “no”.
Used time elapsed, i.e. “at 2:30
into the second period…”

If more than one player is involved in
this INCIDENT, add that player here.

Enter the penalty assessed and
the rule reference. Be sure to
indicate the correct rule!

And you can save or submit the report
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Know Your Players
Which Leaf was
involved?
Use the year of birth
and age classification
to figure out which is
which.
If you can’t find the
player or coach, you
need to broaden the
search. Remove the
Age Classification
and/or State. Also,
Last Name
misspellings will
impact the Search.
Try removing a letter
at a time from the
end of the last name,
searching after each
change.
** If you still cannot identify the Player, follow the instructions on page 20 “Reporting Unusual Situations” ** 15

Penalty Details (1 of 2)

Pick list for
penalties
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Penalty Details (2 of 2)

Pick list for rules
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Know Your Rules

Enter the correct rule reference.
Caution: There is no match
penalty for elbowing in the
rulebook, but you can enter one
in the reporting system.
Also, there is no option for the
double minor for Unnecessary
Roughness (Roughing)
The recommendation is to only report the penalty in the Penalty Assessed field that
causes you to write the report, and add all other penalties in the remarks section.
USE YOUR RULEBOOK (or the mobile rulebook app)
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Entering Excess Penalties:
Rule 401 (b)
Five Penalties to the same player:
Select “Game Misconduct” from the
Penalty Assessed pick list
For 15 Team Penalties:
Select “15 Team Penalties” from the
Penalty Assessed pick list

Select “Five Penalties to Same
Player OR 15 Penalties Team”
from the Rule Reference pick list
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Reporting Unusual Situations
• An “unusual situation” is any incident, circumstance, or condition, that the
referee feels the governing Affiliate needs to know about. Examples include:
– Serious injury, illness, or death of any participant for reasons not in the course of
play, such as seizure or heart attack
– Any off-ice interference or interruption that causes a game to be suspended
– Ice conditions or anything else that causes a game to be unplayable
– Any situation that could pose insurance or liability concerns, or could result in
adverse publicity
– Player cannot be found in the USA Hockey Incident Report system

•
•

•

•

Input the name of the Coach
for each team
Input the other fields as
appropriate (Injury, Period, &
Time)
In both the “Penalty Assessed”
& “Rule Reference” pick lists,
select “Other Incident Report”
Explain what happened in the
Incident Description text box
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Important Notes
•

•

•
•
•

•

The clarity of your information is very important. Supervisors and
administrators from various Leagues and Affiliates will use these
reports to administer player or coach discipline
If unsure about a team’s Affiliate, consult the USA Hockey Annual
Guidebook
– (USAHockey.com > AboutUSAH > Annual Guide [download
.pdf] > Page 278)
“Was this game supervised?” – Was an Officiating Supervisor or
Evaluator present?
Time Elapsed – How many minutes/seconds into the period? (e.g.
“5min:13sec”)
Use the Green “X” to mark the location of the incidents on the rink
diagram. If more than one incident, then indicate the number in
the drop down box and place an “X” for each incident.
Brief Report of Incident – This is your opportunity to describe what
happened. Without getting over-specific, what lead to the
infraction? What happened that caused you to assess the penalty?
Factual information is critical, opinions are not.
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Timeliness is next to godliness
• Game reports should be completed and submitted as
quickly as possible
• This will give the Local Supervisor and Affiliate Body the
information needed to respond to correspondence
(phone calls & emails).
• This will give the Local Supervisor and Affiliate Body an
initial unbiased and objective report of what happened
• A timely report adds credibility to the official’s

professionalism
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Advised approach…
• Complete your report within 1-2 hours after arriving
home
• “Save” the report
• Return to the report 2 to 4 hours later (after emotions
have cooled) and review
• Ask yourself, “Is this exactly what I want to say or could
I be more clear?”
• Make any necessary revisions (spelling counts)
• Submit the report
• If encounter a problem using the automated game
reporting system, contact your State Supervisor of
Officials
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So where does it go?
•

Once submitted, the report is directed to the designated
representative from the player’s Affiliate Governing Body. The
governing body will review the report and follow through with any
necessary suspension or hearing process.

•

Once submitted, it is advisable to print a copy of the report to
review in case your Local Supervisor, District Referee-in-Chief, or
Affiliate Representative contacts you with follow-up questions.

•

This report is “your say” in the disciplinary process. You’ve done
your job correctly and assessed the appropriate penalty. Now it’s
time to follow through and make sure the player is held
accountable.

•

Please contact your State Supervisor of Officials with any
questions.
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Game Reports for Violations of Rule
601 (f.1) Assault On An Official
•

As in the past, a violation of Rule 601 (f.1) Assault On An Official, requires some specialized
attention. With the introduction of the USA Hockey On Line Incident Reporting System, one
major change must be implemented to make this process work properly.

•

The USAH On Line Game Reporting System will be used, but in a limited fashion.
Additionally, the SEDOP On Line Game Report System will be used without change to the
process used in prior years. The following steps shall be used for all 601 (f.1) penalties:
1. Only the On Ice Official that assessed the Match Penalty for a violation of Rule 601
(f.1) will create a Game Report in the USAH On Line Incident Reporting System. This
will be the notification step to the Affiliate & USAH that an Assault On An Official has
occurred. This one Official will complete all of the required information previously
discussed, with one exception. In the narrative section titled “Brief Report of
Incident”, insert the following statement only: “This incident is being
investigated by the SE District R-I-C, and a recommendation will follow.”
2. Each On Ice Official shall create a Game Report using the SEDOP On Line Game
Reporting System. As in the past, each Official shall provide a narrative of what they
did or did not witness. The restrictions imposed by the USAH On Line Incident
Reporting System, i.e. only listing the violation that caused the Game Report to be
written, DO NOT APPLY HERE. As in the past, list all penalties assessed during the
stoppage of play that the 601 (f.1) was assessed.
3.

•

All time based notifications still apply.

Please contact your State Supervisor of Officials with any questions.

QUESTIONS?
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